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Preface
Two new distributed search algorithms for Distributed CSPs are proposed.
In one algorithm, search is performed concurrently on disjoint parts of the
global search space, by agents that constitute these parts. Agents form a hierarchy
of groups and each group generates consistent partial solutions. Partial solutions
are produced concurrently and are combined into consistent global solutions by
agents that are higher in the hierarchy.
In another algorithm, concurrent independent backtracking search processes
grow partial assignments along a hierarchy of agent groups, with each agent participating in multiple search processes. Stochastic choices for the order of assigning
agents are taken after backtracking, securing the growing partial assignments from
stalling in local minima.
The first part of both algorithms partitions the distributed constraint network
into a binary tree of groups. After completing the partition, the hierarchy of groups
starts to produce partial solutions. The distributed partition algorithm uses a heuristic that selects to join neighbors that are strongly constrained, into groups. This is
done concurrently at all levels of the hierarchy. The result is a new and special
effective order of assigning agents, for both algorithms.
In D IS HS, partial solutions produced at one level are combined into larger
partial solutions by agents at the next higher level. The process stops when the
top-level agent, the leader of all groups, reports either a solution or a failure.
In D ES RS, independent partial solutions are grown by agents, each partial solution is sent higher up in the hierarchy, ultimately resulting in the top-level agent
producing a solution, or in some agent producing an empty Nogood.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Distributed search algorithms for distributed constraint satisfaction use the concurrency of multi-agent execution in many forms. One popular way of concurrency is to let all agents participate in a single backtracking search, by operating
asynchronously. In asynchronous backtracking (ABT) [4, 25], agents assign their
variables asynchronously and check for consistency by sending forward ok? messages. Backtracking operations are performed by sending Nogoods, and for the
correctness of the algorithm a fixed order of agents is essential [25].
Another form of achieving concurrency for D IS CSP search is to use multiple
search processes. Concurrent dynamic backtracking (C ONC DB) utilizes multiple
concurrent search processes on a distributed CSP [31–33]. C ONC DB maintains a
dynamic number of backtracking search processes and generates an efficient concurrent performance [33].
The present study proposes to use cooperation among multiple concurrent search
processes, each searching a partial search space. The proposed algorithm uses a
hierarchy of groups of agents that search concurrently for partial solutions. In distributed hierarchical search (D IS HS) groups of agents communicate in order to
maintain consistency and arrive at a consistent solution. Each group in the constructed hierarchy is represented by one of its members. The representative agents
(i.e., leaders) compute the consistent partial solutions for the agents that form the
group. Naturally, an important part of both hierarchical search algorithms is the
smart partition of the agents in the hierarchy of groups.
Hierarchical search is composed of two phases. In the first phase, agents generate a hierarchy of groups and select representatives for each group. Representative
agents maintain partial solutions of the group they represent and connections with
other groups. Solutions are generated within groups and become larger by merging partial solutions. In the second phase of distributed hierarchical search, the
hierarchy of groups of agents searches concurrently for multiple solutions of the
D IS CSP.
The grouping of agents generates partial orders of assignments among agents.
The hierarchy takes the form of a binary tree. In the D IS HS algorithm group
9
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solutions are generated by the group leaders. Agents that are leaders combine
at most two partial solutions. In the D ES RS algorithm solutions are generated
by passing compatible partial solutions among all agents. Here too, the grouping
results in a partial order among agents which incrementally generate the solutions.
Two forms of hierarchical search (HS) are presented in this study. In one version, partial solutions are combined by the leaders of each group. The leaders
check consistency of their combined partial solutions by communicating with constraining agents in other groups. In general, agents perform two tasks concurrently.
Each agent responds to constraints checking messages from leaders of its enclosing
groups, checking its constraints with other agents. Agents that are leaders combine
partial solutions into larger ones.
The other version of distributed hierarchical search generates only compatible partial solutions. Agents extend partial solutions generated by other agents or
groups. The leaders of groups at all levels route partial solutions of one of their
components to their other components, to be extended in a consistent way. This
form of hierarchical search is called Descending Requirements Search (D ES RS).
Requirements for extending partial solutions are being routed down (i.e., descended)
by the leaders of groups.
Hierarchical search does not impose a total order on the agents or variables of
the problem, just the partial order that is implicit in the partition into groups. It
is complete and correct and provides multiple solutions to the D IS CSP. By maintaining multiple search processes concurrently, search can be made more efficient,
especially if multiple solutions are needed.
Descending requirements search maintains multiple concurrent search procedures, that are coordinated within each group (level) in the hierarchy by the leader
of that group.
Both algorithms are evaluated experimentally on randomly generated D IS CSPs [15–
17]. They are compared to existing search algorithms — ABT [25], C ONC DB [33],
and the D ES RS algorithm is shown experimentally to perform better than ABT on
all problems, and to perform similar to C ONC DB on problems of limited complexity.
Chapter 2 presents CSPs, D IS CSPs and distributed search algorithms for D IS CSPs.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of hierarchical search, including a theoretical treatment of constraint checks bounds. Chapter 4 describes the first phase of hierarchical search — partitioning of agents into a hierarchy of groups. The distributed
partitioning algorithm is of interest by itself. This is discussed in short in Chapter 7. Chapter 5 describes the solving phase of D IS HS. Chapter 6 describes the
requirements-based solving phase, the Descending Requirements Search. In Chapter 7, possible applications of the group partitioning algorithm are discussed. Chapter 8 presents our conclusions.

Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs)

Constraint networks have been introduced two decades ago, and have been used
to represent a wide range of problems, from scheduling problems to VLSI layout
design. Applying constraint processing to timetabling problems, from scheduling
courses at the university to staffing jobs and shifts in modern work places, is an
interesting set of applications [1, 11, 22]. All of these problems share a common
representation which is very general — constraint networks (CNs), or constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs) [7, 8, 21]. A field of growing interest is that of distributed constraints satisfaction problems (D IS CSP).
Constraints satisfaction problems (CSPs) have been studied for many years.
CSP is a well known NP-complete problem, and its implementations are often
used in order to solve problems such as timetabling. A CSP can be viewed as a
tuple hX, D,Ci, where X is a finite set of variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , and D is a set of
domains D1 , D2 , . . . , Dm . Each domain Di contains the finite set of values which
can be assigned to variable Xi . C is a set of relations (constraints) that specify
for each value v j in Di , in what cases it cannot be assigned to variable Xi . The
most commonly used constraints are binary constraints which define for every two
variables xi and x j a subset of the Cartesian product of their domains Di × D j .
In that sense, constraints define the allowed pairs of values among every pair of
constrained variables. A solution to the CSP is an assignment of a value from each
variable’s domain to the respective variable, that does not violate any constraints
from C [8, 21].
In standard (centralized) CSPs, all the problem’s data — including variables,
domains and constraints, are accessible by a single computer (agent) that searches
for a consistent solution to the problem. A search on a CSP that does not contain
such a solution ends by declaring the CSP as unsolvable.
As an example of a CSP, one can take the currently popular Sudoku puzzles.
The following definition is given in [18].
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Definition 1. A Sudoku square of order n consists of n4 variables formed into a
n2 × n2 grid with values from 1 to n2 such that the entries in each row, each column
and in each of the n2 major n × n blocks are alldifferent.
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Figure 2.1: A Sudoku puzzle example (rated at easy-medium difficulty level).
Figure 2.1 shows an instance of such puzzle, where the purpose is to find a
consistent Sudoku square of order 3. This instance can be formally described as a
tuple hX, D,Ci, where X = {x1,1 , . . . , x9,9 } is a set of 81 variables which correspond
to the 81 cells in the grid, and D = {D1,1 , . . . , D9,9 } is a set of domains, where the
domains of the empty cells equal {1, . . . , 9}, and the domains of the filled cells are
singletons with just the given number. C contains the 27 alldifferent constraints, as
described in Definition 1. Note that the constraints are not binary.
Algorithm evaluation is in many cases performed on randomly generated binary constraint satisfaction problems [17]. The two main parameters used in problem generation are constraint density p1 and constraint tightness p2 . Constraint
density is the probability of a constraint between two variables, and constraint
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tightness is the probability of a conflicting pair of values in a given constraint.1

2.2

Distributed CSPs

Distributed constraint satisfaction problems (D IS CSPs) are composed of agents,
each holding its local constraint network, that are connected by constraints among
variables of different agents. Agents assign values to variables, attempting to generate a locally consistent assignment that is also consistent with all constraints
between agents (cf. [20, 23]). To achieve this goal, agents check the value assignments to their variables for local consistency and exchange messages with other
agents, to check consistency of their proposed assignments against constraints with
variables owned by different agents. Following common practice, it is assumed that
an agent can send messages to any one of the other agents [4, 6, 23].
Distributed CSPs are an elegant model for many every day combinatorial problems that are distributed by nature. Take for example a large hospital that is composed of many wards. Each ward constructs a weekly timetable assigning its nurses
to shifts. The construction of a weekly timetable involves solving a constraint satisfaction problem for each ward. Some of the nurses in each ward are qualified
to work in the emergency room. Hospital regulations require a certain number of
qualified nurses (e.g. for emergency room) in each shift. This imposes constraints
among the timetables of different wards. Assigning an unqualified nurse to some
shift is acceptable only if there are enough qualified nurses assigned to that shift in
the other wards. This results in a complex Distributed CSP [11, 12, 20].
A search procedure for a consistent assignment of all agents in a D IS CSP is a
distributed algorithm. All agents cooperate in the search for a globally consistent
solution. The distributed nature of a search algorithm on D IS CSPs produces many
additional features to those of standard CSPs. The correctness and termination
conditions are typically more complex on D IS CSPs than in standard backtracking
search like CSP [24, 25]. The appropriate performance measures for distributed
constrained search must take concurrency into account [13, 16]. Since agents in
distributed search algorithms communicate by message passing, the impact of message delay on the performance of different algorithms must also be investigated.
These are just few features that come up in D IS CSPs.
The solution involves assignments of all agents to all their variables and exchange of information among all agents, to check the consistency of assignments
with constraints among agents. The state of the search at a specific step is defined
by the current assignments held by agents for their variables. In some algorithms
such as Asynchronous Backtracking [23] and Distributed Breakout [29], all agents
hold assignments during the search while in others such as Synchronous Backtracking [23] the state is incrementally constructed and some of the agents do not hold
1 These

definitions deviate slightly from Prosser [17], who defines p1 and p2 as the proportion of
constraints in the graph, and the proportion of conflicting value pairs in each constraint, respectively,
and not as probabilities.
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an assignment for their variables through some parts of the search. In concurrent
search agents hold a varying number of multiple assignments, as part of multiple
search processes [31, 32]. The present study includes two versions of hierarchical
search and agents hold a varying number of assignments.
In a Distributed CSP (D IS CSP), the variables of a CSP are distributed among
a set of agents A. each variable xi of X is assigned to an agent a j which is one of
the agents in set A. We refer to a variable xi of a j as owned by the agent A j . In
D IS CSPs the constraints set C contains two types of constraints:
1. Intra constraints: constraints between variables, owned by the same agent.
2. Inter constraints: constraints between variables, owned by different agents.
Intra constraints are solved by each agent locally, using centralized CSP methods. Inter constraints must be solved via some cooperation between the constrained
agents. In order for two agents ai and a j , which hold variables with constrained
values in their domains, to assign values to their variables, at least one of them has
to find out if the assignment value it chose for its variable is consistent with the
other agent’s assignment. This can be done only if the agent ai holding the constraint (without loss of generality) receives a message from agent a j that contains
a j ’s assignment, and finds an assignment value for its variable, consistent with the
assignment of a j . This means that in order to find a consistent assignment for
agents with constrained variables, one of the following properties must hold:
1. The agents’ order of search assures that the agent holding the constraint will
be obliged to find an assignment consistent with the assignment of the agent
not holding the constraint.
2. Every agent whose variable is involved in some constraint R ∈ C, always
holds the constraint R.
Following all former studies on D IS CSPs, agents communicate by sending
messages. The delay of each message is assumed to be finite. The content of
messages is not homogeneous in all algorithms. In the most common approach,
messages contain assignments of values to agents’ variables. Agents can send
messages to all constraining agents [4, 23]. In most studies a relaxed assumption
is used, that all agents can communicate with all other agents. In some algorithms
agents send messages only to agents which are their neighbors in the constraints
network (agents they have inter constraints with) [4, 23].
In most algorithms for solving D IS CSPs there are two basic types of messages:
1. Messages that are sent by agents that have succeeded to find an assignment
for their local constraints network and ask other agents to check inter constraints against the assignment received (ok? message [28], info_val message [10]).
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2. Messages that are sent by agents that fail to find an assignment for their
local constraints network, that is consistent with their view of other agents’
assignments. These messages essentially request other agents to replace their
current assignment (Nogood message [28], backtrack bt message [10]).
A solution to a Distributed CSP is a function that assigns a single value from
each variable’s domain to the variable. A “no solution” declaration is returned for
D IS CSPs with no solution to satisfy the constraints in C.
Most studies on D IS CSPs restrict themselves to D IS CSPs in which each agent
owns exactly one variable. This choice simplifies the presentation of the algorithms
and has two major justifications:
• An agent holding k variables can be simulated as k virtual agents.
• The agent’s k variables can be replaced by one variable whose domain includes all the consistent tuples of assignments for the k replaced variables.

2.3

Asynchronous Backtracking

The Asynchronous Backtracking algorithm (ABT), first presented by Yokoo et al.
[27], was constructed to remove the drawbacks of Synchronous Backtracking (simple chronological backtracking) algorithm by allowing agents to run concurrently
and asynchronously. In all variants of ABT, the algorithm is presented for D IS CSPs
in which each agent holds exactly one variable. Each agent assigns its variable, and
communicates the assignment it made to the relevant agents. In the ABT algorithm
a total order of priorities is defined among agents, and therefore for each binary
constraint only the agent with the lower priority needs to hold the constraint. A
link in the constraints network is directed from the agent with the higher priority
to the agent with the lower priority among the two constrained agents.
Agents instantiate their variables concurrently, and send their assigned value to
the agents that are connected to them by outgoing links. After that, the agents wait
for and respond to messages.
After each update of its assignment, an agent sends its new assignment through
all outgoing links. An agent which receives an assignment (the lower priority agent
of the link) tries to find an assignment to its variable which does not violate a
constraint with the assignment it received.
The ok? messages carry an assignment of an agent. When an agent Ai receives
an ok? message from agent A j , it places the received assignment in a data structure
called Agent_View, which holds the last assignment Ai received from higher priority neighbors such as A j . Then Ai checks if its current assignment is still consistent
with its Agent_View. If not, Ai searches its domain for a new consistent value. If it
finds one, it assigns its variable and sends ok? messages to all agents linked with
it, with lower priority. Otherwise, Ai backtracks.
The backtrack operation is executed by sending a Nogood message that contains an inconsistent partial assignment to the agent with the lowest priority among

16
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the agents whose assignments are included in the inconsistent tuple (i.e., the Nogood). Agent Ai that sent a Nogood message to agent A j assumes that A j will
change its assignment, therefore Ai removes the assignment of A j from its Agent_View,
and makes an attempt to assign its variable a value which is consistent with the refreshed Agent_View.
The issue of how to resolve the inconsistent partial assignment (using Nogoods
sent in backtracking messages) evolved through the different versions of ABT. A
shorter Nogood would mean backjumping further up in the search-tree, but finding
such a short Nogood can be wasteful in computational time. In the early versions [26, 27], Yokoo suggests sending the complete Agent_View as a Nogood.
Agent_View might be in many cases not a minimal Nogood, i.e., it might contain
assignments that if removed, the partial assignment remaining still eliminates all
values in the agents domain. In later versions of the ABT algorithm [4], a minimal
Nogood is resolved using Dynamic Backtracking (DB) method [9].
In Dynamic Backtracking, an agent Ai that receives a Nogood adds it to its
list of constraints. Since the Nogood can include assignments of some agent A j ,
which Ai was not previously constrained with, Ai , after adding A j ’s assignment
to its Agent_View, sends a message to A j asking it to add Ai to its list of outgoing
links. A j , after adding the link, sends an ok? message to Ai each time it reassigns its
variable. After storing the Nogood, Ai checks if its assignment is still consistent.
If it is, a message is sent to the agent the Nogood was received from. This resending of the assignment is crucial, since as mentioned above, the agent sending
a Nogood assumes that the receiver of the Nogood replaces its assignment. If the
old assignment is inconsistent, Ai tries to find a new assignment as done when an
ok? message is received.
The algorithm ends successfully when all the agents are idle (i.e., their assignments are consistent with their respective Agent_Views) and no message that will
change any agent’s Agent_View (an ok? message) or add to agent’s constraints (a
Nogood message) is yet to be received by any agent in the D IS CSP. In such a
case the assignments held by the agents represent a solution to the D IS CSP. The
algorithm fails if some agent creates an empty Nogood.

Chapter 3

Distributed Hierarchical Search
(D IS HS)
3.1

Overview of D IS HS

The idea at the basis of hierarchical search is to prune inconsistent partial assignments by concurrent processes of computation. That is, consistent partial assignments are produced concurrently by groups of agents, and then united into larger
consistent assignments. Agents are divided into a hierarchy, where each agent belongs to groups at different levels. Each group has a level, where groups at level
i are composed of zero or two groups of level j < i. The result is a binary tree,
where all non-leaf nodes have two children. There is exactly one group containing
all agents (i.e., the entire D IS CSP).
The particular type of (binary) hierarchy that is at the center of the present
study has no special meaning. It mainly reflects the relative ease of performing a
distributed binary partition. More complex partition algorithms could in principle
be designed, producing a hierarchy of groups that is not a binary tree.
Each group has an agent that stores and manipulates the consistent partial assignments of the group. This agent is termed the representative agent, or the leader,
of the group. Messages containing consistent partial assignments of a group are
sent by the group’s representative to the leader of the next higher level. In order to
construct consistent partial solutions, each leader communicates with its group, either for checking consistency of assignments (Chapter 5), or to request generation
of consistent partial solutions (Chapter 6).
All hierarchical search algorithms first partition the D IS CSP into groups of
agents that form a hierarchy. This is done by merging pairs of agents or pairs of
groups into higher level groups (Algorithm 4.1). After completing the partition,
search for a globally consistent solution is performed by merging partial solutions
of groups into solutions of higher level groups. Solutions to the highest level group
are global solutions to the D IS CSP.
Consider the constraints network in Figure 3.1. Note that there is only one
17
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Figure 3.1: Constraints graph with 10 nodes. Edges represent binary constraints.
constraint between the two groups {a, b, c, d, e} and { f , g, h, i, j}. As a result, the
merging of consistent partial assignments to these two particular groups will involve checking only this single constraint (connecting agents a and f ). A possible
partition for this constraints network is given in Figure 3.2(a), which also specifies
the number of constraints between neighboring groups. At level 0 of the tree in
Figure 3.2(a) there are 6 agents. Three of the groups in level 1 include 2 agents
each, and the other three are composed of a single agent — {g}, {h}, {i}. There
are 4 groups at level 2: {a, b, c, d}, {e}, { f , j, g}, {h, i}. There are 2 groups at level
3, and, the top-level group is at level 4.
The partitioning process starts with all agents at level 0. Pairs of agents are
merged into level-1 groups, and pairs of level-i groups are merged into level i + 1
groups. If an agent or a group is unable to merge with another group at some
level, it becomes a group of one level higher. In this higher level, it is the only
component. The root of the binary tree that is formed by the partition represents
the complete D IS CSP.
Note that at a first glance, it may seem that the partitioning shown in Figure 3.2(a) is actually “bad”, in the sense that pairs of agents or groups selected at
the lower levels in the hierarchy are not the most constrained. This illusion stems
from the general situation in which bigger groups have a greater total number of
constraints between them. This is not true for the number of constraints per agent.
During the partitioning process each generated group designates one of its
members to be a leader of the group. Since the partition follows the structure of a
binary tree, each agent can be a representative of a single group. In other words, for
n agents at most n − 1 can be leaders. An example assignment of leaders is shown
in Figure 3.2(b). Agent c is the leader of a group with 4 components. It has two
subgroups whose leaders are agents a and d. At the solving stage of the D IS HS
algorithm, agent i generates partial solutions by merging the solutions produced by
its two subgroups. In Figure 3.2, the partial solutions are sent to agent i by agent f
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(b) A representative agent is responsible for each group.

Figure 3.2: Partitioning of the constraints graph of Figure 3.1.
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(which leads { f , j, g}) and agent h (which leads {h, i}).
Merging of two partial solutions can be performed either by the leader (algorithm D IS HS in Chapter 5), or by the component following a request and a delivery
of one of the partial solutions by the leader (algorithm D ES RS in Chapter 6).
Every agent performs two independent tasks. As a group representative it controls the production of consistent partial assignments of its group. As a local constraints network, it responds to constraint check queries, or to requests for partial
solution extensions. Each group representative combines solutions of its children
in the partition hierarchy into a consistent assignment for its group. Ultimately, the
root node agent produces globally consistent solutions. Chapters 5 and 6 present
the two versions of hierarchical search. There are, in principle, two main ways
to merge partial solutions. One way is for the leader to merge two partial solutions that were produced independently by its subgroups. Another way is for the
leader to request its subgroups to complete partial solutions produced by the other
subgroups. This approach is presented as the descending requirements search algorithm (D ES RS) in Chapter 6.

3.2

Constraint checks bounds

Let us look closer at the partitioning of agents into a binary hierarchy. The main
goal of the partition is the parallelization of partial solutions generation. One of the
desired properties of the partition is that inconsistencies will be detected as early as
possible during the search phase. This helps to reduce the number of inconsistent
partial solutions combination attempts in upper levels of the hierarchy. For both of
the hierarchical search algorithms, one can intuitively think of this as a heuristic
for reducing thrashing. Computationally, this reduces the number of constraint
checks that are performed during each combination attempt. To achieve partitions
with this feature, one can use a heuristic function to help select the group to merge
with. The heuristic that will be used in the present implementation is based on the
following definition.
Definition 2. The weight of a constraint between two variables is the probability
that a random pair of values of these variables is not in conflict.
Definition 3. A virtual constraint between two groups of variables is the set of all
constraints between two agents from both groups.
Definition 4. The weight of a virtual constraint between two groups of variables is
the probability that a random pair of partial assignments of these groups does not
cause any pair of variables from both groups to be in conflict.
The weight is in essence the reverse tightness of a constraint [17]. Consequently, instead of using the number of constraints between group of agents (as
was done in Figure 3.2(a)), the weight of a virtual constraint between two groups
of agents is approximated by multiplying the weights of the involved constraints.

3.2. CONSTRAINT CHECKS BOUNDS
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A representative agent which combines S1 and S2 solutions from its child agents,
and which has a virtual constraint weight w, will expect to produce wS1 S2 solutions
for its parent in the hierarchy, assuming independence of constraints. Note that the
weight is always in the [0, 1] range.
In order to minimize the expected number of constraint checks performed
during the combining of partial solutions, constraints are ordered by increasing
weights.1 Consider a composite group with k constraints between its child subgroups, with virtual constraint weight w. We now calculate a bound on the expected
number of constraint checks performed when combining two partial solutions.
Lemma 3.2.1. A composite group with k constraints between its child subgroups,
with a virtual constraint weight w, the expected number of consecutive constraint
checks performed while combining two partial solutions is bounded by
1 + w(k − 1) ≤ Ek (w) ≤

1−w
√
1− k w

(3.2.1)

assuming that the constraints are mutually independent, and that the constraint
checks are performed in the order of increasing constraint weights.
The upper bound is tight if the constraints have equal weight. The lower bound
is tight if ∀1<i≤k wi = 1.
Proof. Let us denote the k constraints composing w as w1 , . . . , wk . By Definition 2,
w = ∏ki=1 wi .
Assuming that the constraints are independent, and since the constraint checks
stop with the first check that fails, the expected number of constraint checks Ek (w)
is given by

k  i−1
k i−1
Ek (w) = ∑ i ∏ w j (1 − wi ) + kw = ∑ ∏ w j
(3.2.2)
i=1

j=1

i=1 j=1


where ∏i−1
j=1 w j (1 − wi ) is the probability that the first i − 1 constraint checks
succeeded, after which the ith check failed.
That is,
Ek (w) = (1 − w1 ) + 2w1 (1 − w2 ) + . . . + kw1 · · · wk−1 (1 − wk )
+ kw1 · · · wk

(failure)
(success)

= 1 + w1 + w1 w2 + . . . + w1 · · · wk−1
Since the weights are ordered by increasing weight, by Lemma 3.2.2 we have:
k

Ek (w) ≤ ∑ w
i=1

1 This

i−1
k

k−1

=

∑

i=0

i
√
1−w
k
√
w =
1− k w

point becomes quite moot when the constraint checks are not performed by the representative agent itself. However, during the representative agent selection, agents which are incident on a
maximal number of constraints are preferred — see Algorithm 4.2.
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i−1

k , and the inequality turns
In case of equal constraint weights, ∏i−1
j=1 w j = w
into equality, making the upper bound tight.
j
Noting that ∀1≤ j≤k−1 ∏i=1
wi ≥ w establishes the lower bound. In a case where
all constraint weights except the first are equal to 1, w = w1 and the lower bound is
easily seen to be equal to Ek (w) from (3.2.2).

Lemma 3.2.2. Consider 0 ≤ w1 ≤ . . . ≤ wk ≤ 1 for k ≥ 1, where ∏ki=1 wi = w.
Then,
j

∀0≤ j≤k

∏ wi ≤ w

j
k

(3.2.3)

i=1

Proof. For convenience, we assume that w1 > 0, since the lemma clearly holds for
cases where w = 0. The proof is by induction on k ≥ 1. The k = 1 case is trivial.
Assume that the lemma is correct for all 1 ≤ k0 ≤ k, and consider the case where
k0 = k + 1. For all 0 ≤ j ≤ k,
j

∏ wi ≤
i=1

 w  kj
wk+1
j

≤ wk
≤w

(by the induction hypothesis)
(since 0 < w ≤ wk+1 ≤ 1)

j
k+1

(since 0 ≤ w ≤ 1)

and the subcase where j = k + 1 is trivial again.
Since at level l each of the two subgroups has at most 2l−1 agents, the number
of constraints k at level l is at most 4l−1 . If the constraints network is random, with
constraints density p1 , the expected number of constraints k at level l is at most
p1 4l−1 , and the upper bound on the expected number of constraints checks is given
by
El (w) ≤

1−w
1−w

(3.2.4)

41−l
p1

Note. In the algorithms presented in this study, operations on sets are used in their
intuitive meaning. For example, the propositions
a ∈ {(a, 0.2), (b, 0.3)}

{(a, N, 0)} ∩ {(a, 0.2)} = {a}

are considered true. This convention hopefully picks the right trade-off between
the algorithms’ verbosity and readability.

Chapter 4

Partitioning into a Hierarchy of
Groups
Partitioning into groups is a distributed algorithm, such that upon its termination
groups of agents are organized into a binary tree. All agents are leafs, and representative agents compose all higher levels of the binary tree (see Figure 3.2). Groups
at the same level are disjoint, and groups of higher level contain groups of lower
levels.
The main part of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4.1. The algorithm is
run by each agent, and performs merges of pairs of agents or groups into ever larger
groups. It runs concurrently by each agent selecting a neighbor to merge with.
Merging is performed when two agents agree to merge. In the description of the
algorithm, the symbol s is used for the agent that selects a neighbor to merge with.
This agent (s for self) may represent any group of agents. When a representative
agent scans its neighbors for a candidate to merge with, it considers neighbors to
any of the group’s members.
The algorithm works as follows. Each agent s selects one of its neighbors (say,
g) as a candidate for merging with. If the selection is mutual, the agents merge. If
not, the selected agent g can either respond negatively (i.e., NoJoin) when its own
selection was different, or inform s that it has already made a merging decision
(i.e., Donehg, . . . i). Any merging decision is sent to all neighbors of the merging
agent with Done messages. Agents form a queue of all their neighbors, ordered
by their priority of merging with these neighbors, and erase from the queue the
neighbors that have already merged. Agents stop proposing when their queues of
neighbors are empty. In such a case, the agent advances to the next level without
joining another group.
Partitioning proceeds in levels, where during each level every agent joins a
neighboring agent, unless this is not possible. At the end, a binary hierarchy of
groups is established, with the root group containing all the nodes of the network.
During each level every agent continuously tries to join one of its neighbors, preferring agents with lower connection weight. This way, dense connectivity (i.e.,
23
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constraints tightness) remains in lower levels of the hierarchy, and inconsistent
partial solutions are expected to be pruned as early as possible.

4.1

Partition survey

Before going into the partition algorithm details, let us trace its execution on a
small graph-coloring problem. Figure 4.1(a) shows the constraint network, where
the domains of a, c and d are {1, 2, 3}, and the domain of b is {1, 2, 3, 4}. Weights
on the edges show the percentage of allowed value pairs. For example, the weight
of (b, c) edge is 0.75, since three value pairs (equal colors) are forbidden, and
therefore the weight is 4·3−3
4·3 = 0.75.
a

.75
.67

b

.75

c

.67

b
.5

d

(a) Initial constraint network.

c

(b) Level 2 of the constraint network partitioning.

Figure 4.1: A small constraint network.
The partitioning process starts when each agent sends a Join message to a
minimal-weight neighbor. When several neighbors have minimal weight, one of
them is picked arbitrarily. Assume that the messages are: a → c, b → a, c → d, and
d → c. Here, c and d join and send each other components info. Afterwards, they
pick a leader, c, and send Done messages to all the neighbors.
Since c sent a Done message to a and b, these agents remove c from their
neighbors list. They now join, exchange components info, pick a leader, b, and
send a Done message to each other and to c.
Each agent has now received Done messages from all its neighbors, and can
send a Leader message to its leader, to activate it at the next level of partitioning.
Thus, a and b each send a Leader message to b, and c and d each send a Leader
message to c.
At level 2 of the partitioning, b and c join, picking d as the leader (Figure 4.1(b)).
The resulting hierarchy of agents is shown in Figure 4.2. In the end, d sends a
Search message to all agents in order to initiate the search process.

4.2

Algorithm primitives

Let us look closer at Algorithm 4.1. First, several variables are declared:

4.2. ALGORITHM PRIMITIVES
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d, 0.5

a

b, 0.75

c, 0.67

b

c

d

Figure 4.2: The resulting partition hierarchy of the small constraint network, including virtual constraint weights.
• N: static list of neighboring abstract agents, associated with the weights of
the respective edges.
• Ñ: dynamic list of neighbors, initially N with the addition of s. The list
shortens as the neighbors indicate that they have joined other agents.
• C: agents that compose the list of components of s, where s is a leader of
a group of agents. C is composed of triplets of type (a, Na , level). A value
level > 0 indicates that the simple agent a was selected as a leader at that
level. Na is the list of a’s neighbors in the constraints graph (neighbors at
level 0).
• leader: the leader of an agent s in the groups hierarchy. The value USER
indicates that s represents the top-level group, and that the solutions which
it produces are received by the user.
• Nldr : list of neighbors of an agent that is a leader. This list grows as the
neighbors at the current level indicate that they have joined with another
agent; it contains the leaders of those neighbors.
• parent: the parent of the leaf-level simple agent. For example, in Figure 3.2(b) the parent of f is j, but the leader of (the representative agent)
f is i.
• pairs: list of edges between agents that are members of two sub-groups that
have been merged, ordered by increasing weights of the edges. Pairs are
composed of members of different subgroups.
The communication procedures used in the algorithm also deserve an explanation. Since at a given level we are only interested in receiving messages from
agents that are at the same level, each message is tagged with a level parameter:
• S END (destination, tag, message) — sends message with a given tag; never
blocks.
• R ECEIVE (tag) — reads only messages with the given tag attached, and
leaves other messages in the queue; blocks if there are no appropriate messages.
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All messages are tagged with the level variable. As a result, the tag parameter is
omitted in the listings of the procedures, and is assumed to be equal to level. In
other words, messages are always tagged with the agent’s current level variable
value, and only messages whose tag equals to level are extracted in R ECEIVE ().
The resulting code looks similar to the common send/receive primitives, but the
reader should be aware of their different semantics.
During the algorithm’s execution, the following message types are used:
• Joinhsenderi: a request to join an agent. If the receiving agent sends a Join
as well, an agreement on joining is reached.
• NoJoin: a negative answer to a Join request.
• Componentshcomponentsi: after agreement on joining has been reached, the
agents use this message in order to inform each other about their components
sets.
• Donehsender, leaderi: a message from a neighbor notifying that it has performed a join, and which agent has been designated as its leader.
• Leaderhneighbors, components, single, leveli: one of two messages (sent by
the merging agents) which notify the receiving agent that it has been selected
as a leader at a given level. The receiving agent merges the received lists of
neighbors and components with its own lists, to get the resulting neighbors
and components lists. If single is TRUE, there is only one incoming Leader
message, and the agent “merges” with itself, without the selection of a leader.
The very first Leader messages which all agents send to themselves bootstrap
the algorithm.
• Search: originates from the top-level agent, and indicates that the partitioning is over. This message begins the search phase (here, D IS HS or D ES RS).
Note that the algorithms presented here do not require garbage collection of
messages — all messages, however tagged, are eventually consumed.

4.3

Detailed description

G ROUP -PARTITION () begins with the initialization of the level message tag variable to the special value p (partition), which is used exclusively for Leader and
Search messages, and sends itself a Leader message (line 1) — effectively performing a goto to the last case in the switch statement (line 28).
The agent then receives its own Leader message, and initializes the values of
its level (initially 0) and its list of neighbors and their weights — N. It initializes a
dynamic list of neighbors — Ñ (including the agent itself, with maximum weight
connection), a list of components (i.e., single agents), initially containing just the
agent — C — and the leader’s neighbors list Nldr . The list of the leader’s neighbors

4.3. DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Algorithm 4.1: G ROUP -PARTITION (s, N): Partitioning into groups.
Input : agent s, its neighbors N
Output: components C, pairs, leader, parent ← USER
Locals : Ñ, Nldr , g, level ← p, start ← TRUE, next-level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

S END (s, LeaderhN, {(s, N, 0)}, TRUE, 0i)
loop forever do
switch R ECEIVE () do
case Joinhti
if t = g then
S END (g, ComponentshCi)
else
S END (t, NoJoin)
case NoJoin
g ← S ELECT (Ñ)
S END (g, Joinhsi)
case ComponentshCg i
if s 6= g then
{leader, C} ← S ELECT-L EADER (C, Cg , next-level)
if parent = USER then
parent ← leader
else
leader ← s
foreach t ∈ N ∪ {s} do
S END (t, Donehs, leaderi)
case Doneht, leadert i
if t 6= s then
Nldr ← U PDATE (Nldr , N, t, leadert )
Ñ ← Ñ r {t}
if Ñ = NIL then
level ← p
S END (leader, LeaderhNldr r {leader}, C, s = g, next-leveli)
case LeaderhN’, C’, single, level’i
if start then
N ← N’, C ← C’, Nldr ← NIL
else

pairs ← ({t, r}, w) : (t, N̂) ∈ C ∧ r ∈ C’ ∧ (r, w) ∈ N̂
N ← C OMBINE (N, N’), C ← C ∪ C’
start ← ¬start ∨ single
if start then
if N = NIL then
leader ← USER
foreach t ∈ C do
S END (t, Search)
else
level ← level’, next-level ← level + 1
Ñ ← N ∪ {(s, 1.5)}
g ← S ELECT (Ñ)
S END (g, Joinhsi)
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is initially empty. Whenever an agent is selected as a leader in later stages of the
algorithm, it has to perform similar tasks. For example, when two agents are joined
at level 3, each one can have up to 4 components (all of which are single agents).
The agent that is selected as the leader must receive the list of its components,
which can include up to 7 agents. It must also receive the list of its neighbors at
level 4. This list is compiled by the two joining agents of level 3, from the Done
messages that they had received from all of their neighbors at level 3.
If the message implies N = NIL, it means that s is the top-level leader responsible for the group of all the agents, and the search phase can start. In this case, s
sends Search message to all the agents (including itself), which effectively implements a synchronization barrier between the two phases of groups partitioning and
solutions search (lines 36–39).
In the general case, the agent will receive two Leader messages (line 28), and
will unite the received neighbors and components (the start variable is used for
this task) (lines 29–34). Uniting the neighbors also needs to combine the weights
correctly — weights of connections to the same agent are multiplied together. See
Algorithm 4.4 for combining weights details.
Let us now consider the join negotiation process. After receiving a Leader
message (line 28), s (provided it is not the top-level leader) uses the S ELECT ()
function to pick a neighbor to which it is connected with minimal weight (reverse
constraint tightness), and sends it a Join request (lines 41–44). Note that if all
neighbors have become unavailable (joined another agent), s will successfully try
to join itself, since it is considered to be connected to itself with a unique maximum
weight.
A response to the Join message can come in the form of a NoJoin (line 9)
or a Join message (line 4). Only the former of these is really a response, as the
latter bears semantic meaning of a response, but is sent independently of the Join
message originating from s.
In case of a NoJoin, s repeats its attempt (lines 10–11), in the same way as it
did at the end of handling the Leader message.
In case of a Join, there are two possibilities. If the message comes from the
same agent which s picked (i.e., g), this successfully concludes the join negotiation (line 6). When a join negotiation is completed, both agents need to select a
leader from the set of agents in the combined (merged) set. They start by sending each other the list of their own components, using the Components messages.
Otherwise, the join attempt originates with an agent that was not selected by s, so
it is rejected with NoJoin (line 8), and s continues to wait for a response from its
selected g.
When s receives a Components message, it computes the list of components
which will be later sent to the leader (line 14). The leader is picked from the united
components list using the S ELECT-L EADER () procedure (Algorithm 4.2), which
picks an available agent for this task, and marks it as taken (puts non-0 level in the
appropriate field). A special case is when s unites with itself (because it could not
find a node to merge with), in which case it just ascends to the next level, and no
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updating takes place (line 18). S ELECT-L EADER () is deterministic, and chooses
an agent with a maximal number of connections across the merging components
lists; a possible implementation is shown in Algorithm 4.2. Done messages are
then sent to all the neighbors of s (including s itself), notifying them of the chosen
leader, so that they can update the neighbors list of their own leader (lines 19–20).
Algorithm 4.2: S ELECT-L EADER (C, C’, level): Deterministic leader selection.
Input : primary components list C, secondary components list C’, level
Output: new leader leader, possibly updated C
Locals : max-size ← −1, Best-Nodes ← NIL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

forall (t, N’, 0) ∈ C ∪ C’ do

size ← ({t} × N’) ∩ (C × C’) ∪ (C’ × C)
if size > max-size then
Best-Nodes ← NIL
max-size ← size
if size = max-size then
Best-Nodes ← Best-Nodes ∪ {t}
leader ← D ETERMINISTIC -P ICK (Best-Nodes)
if (leader, ·, levelldr ) ∈ C then
levelldr ← level

In case of a Done message (line 21), the update process (shown in Algorithm 4.3) is what happens first, and Done messages from the selected partner and
s itself are ignored (lines 22–23). U PDATE () also combines the weights of connections to multiple neighbors which are now components of a neighboring leader.
Then, the sending agent is removed from the dynamic neighbors list (line 24), and
the list is tested for emptiness. Since the list also contains s, this condition will
only come true after s sends itself a Done message (which happens after leader selection). When the dynamic neighbors list is finally empty, s resets its level tag to p
(intended only for Leader and Search messages), and sends the leader an initiation
message (lines 25–27).
Algorithm 4.3: U PDATE (Nldr , N, t, leadert ): Updating leader’s neighbors list.
Input : leader’s neighbors list Nldr , current neighbors list N, a neighbor t, its leader
leadert

Output: updated Nldr
select (t, weight) ∈ N do
if (leadert , old-weight) ∈ Nldr then
3
old-weight ← old-weight · weight
4
else
5
Nldr ← Nldr ∪ {(leadert , weight)}
1

2
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Algorithm 4.4: C OMBINE (N, N’): Combining weights in neighbors lists.
Input : neighbors lists N and N’
Output: updated N
forall (t, weight) ∈ N’ do
if (t, old-weight) ∈ N then
old-weight ← old-weight · weight
4
else
5
N ← N ∪ {(t, weight)}
1

2
3

4.4

Algorithm correctness

An informal proof of the correctness of the partition algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) can
be constructed as follows: show that Algorithm 4.1 results in a correct partitioning
of agents into a binary tree of groups (as shown in the example in Figure 3.2).
The control flow of the algorithm, in a given agent, can be modeled as shown
in Table 4.1. With the help of this model, there are some invariants that can be
observed in the group partitioning algorithm’s flow. First, an agent will not send
a Done message, unless it has found another agent to join with (which will be the
same agent in the extreme case). Also, an agent will not send a Leader message to
the representative agent of the new group, unless it has received the Done messages
from all its neighbors. Since an agent can only change its level in two cases: when
sending a Leader message, and when receiving a Leader message, it is not possible
for an agent s to deadlock waiting for an answer to a Join request from an agent
t. This is true because t will not change its level before receiving a Done message
from s (since s is one of t’s neighbors).
Moreover, each agent will eventually find an agent to join with, since it arbitrarily picks an agent to try and join with from agents to which it is connected
with a minimal-weight constraint. Since a cycle with ever-shrinking weights is not
possible, there must exist a pair of agents, each of which is connected to the other
via a minimal-weight constraint, and thus they will pick each other after a finite
number of attempts during the joining process. After this happens, these agents are
removed from the dynamic neighbors lists of their respective neighbors, and this
argument can be re-applied.
Therefore, in each level all representative agents at that level will pass through
the following events: receiving a Leader message; sending a finite number of Join
requests, and receiving a NoJoin answer for each in a finite time; receiving a Join
answer from some agent g; exchanging Components messages with g; sending
Done messages to all neighbors; receiving Done messages from all neighbors, and
sending a Leader message. This establishes termination for Algorithm 4.1.
The resulting partition is also a correct binary tree. First, each representative
agent is part of the components list which it represents. Also, an agent receives
either two Leader messages with single = FALSE from two different agents, with
different components sets, and becomes a new node in the binary partitioning tree.

4.5. A PARTITION EXAMPLE
State

Action

Receive

Initial state. Wait for an appropriately tagged message.
Upon receiving such message, dispatch to the corresponding state.
Send components to g, and go to Receive.
Send NoJoin to t, and go to Receive.
Send Join to chosen agent, and go to Receive.
Send Done messages to all neighbors, and go to
Receive.
If the updated dynamic neighbors list is empty, send
Leader message to the representative agent.
Go to
Receive.
If the new neighbors list is empty, send Search messages to all agents and go to Receive. Otherwise, go
to NoJoin.
Final state.

Join_g
Join_t
NoJoin
Components
Done

Leader

Search
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Table 4.1: Control flow of Algorithm 4.1.
Or, it receives one Leader message from itself with single = TRUE (which happens
when an agent did not succeed in joining another agent), and in this case no new
node is formed (level is incremented by 1, the components set remains the same,
and the neighbors list is updated).
The binary partitioning tree is essentially built bottom-up, resulting in a tree
similar to Figure 3.2. This establishes correctness for Algorithm 4.1.

4.5

A partition example

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show a complete trace of G ROUP -PARTITION () execution on a
randomly generated CSP, with p1 = p2 = 0.4.
A trace of messages received by the agents during the partitioning process is
shown in Appendix A. The order between different agents’ messages is the result
of synchronization performed by the system’s output stream. Note the Search
message sent by agent 8 to itself in line 39.
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(a) Initial CSP, p1 = p2 = 0.4. This is a level0 partition graph, with constraint weights average approximately equal to 1 − p2 . Note that
agent 8 (not shown here) is disconnected from
the graph, and thus immediately sends itself a
Search message.
1

.2619

.62

(b) Partition graph at level 1. Components
are listed in each node, with the representative
agent shown in brackets. Note that agent 1 has
not succeeded to join another agent. As a result, it ascended to level 1, and is still able to
be selected as a leader in the future.

3,4,[5],9

.1252
1
2,6,[7],10

(c) Partition graph at level 2. Here we see
that agent 1 will only join with a representative
agent in (the last) level 4, since (leader) agents
5 and 7 are connected by a minimal weight.

.1624

2,3,4,5,6,7,[9],10

(d) Partition graph at level 3. Only two agents
are left, and they will merge at level 4.

Figure 4.3: Successive levels formation during an execution of G ROUP PARTITION () on a 10 agents random graph.
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Figure 4.4: Partition tree, showing representative agents and constraint weights
between two subgroups of each representative agent. Agents 1 and 8 produce independent partial solutions.
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Chapter 5

Concurrent, Hierarchical Search
After the preprocessing, the agents are partitioned into a hierarchy of groups, and
each group has one of the agents as its leader. The first search algorithm we will
present achieves concurrency by combining partial solutions concurrently. Partial
solutions correspond to the groups that were generated by the partition process.
Leaders of groups control the generation of partial solutions of the groups they
lead, and deliver consistent partial solutions to the leaders of their next higher level.
Leaders check the consistency of candidate partial solutions for their group by
requesting the involved agents to check constraints.
Since some agents may get their Search message earlier than others, and hence
some agents may receive search phase messages before receiving the Search message, a distinct tag s is employed for all messages in this phase.
Each agent takes care of two missions. At the primitive level, it can answer
queries for checking consistency of constraints that involve it. These queries are
asked during the search process, which is performed by group leaders. Case Check,
in Algorithm 5.1, executes in each agent s, regardless of whether it is assigned a
group, and regardless of its level in the hierarchy of groups.
During the search itself, agents produce solutions and send them up in the
groups hierarchy. This begins at level 0 in the hierarchy, when all agents send
their domains to their parents, as shown in the Search case of the algorithm. The
Answer and Assignment cases for the representative agents, shown in the remainder
of Algorithm 5.1 and detailed in Algorithm 5.2, solutions from child group agents
are combined, and suitable partial assignments are sent up in the hierarchy.
In order for the solving process to avoid getting stuck in local minima of the
search space (“bad” subtrees), the iteration over partial assignments pairs is performed in random order. For this purpose, once a partial assignment arrives from
one of the children, its unions with existing partial assignments from the other child
are added to the assignments store. Later, when the leader requires an assignment
to test, a random assignment is picked, and removed, from the store (lines 6–7 of
Algorithm 5.4).
To efficiently facilitate these operations, the store can be implemented using
35
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Algorithm 5.1: D IS HS-S OLVE (s): Searching for solutions.
Input : agent s, output from Algorithm 4.1, domain D
Output: a global solution is sent to USER
Locals : row ← 0, Pending[·] ← 0, Solutions[·], Iterator ← NIL, requests ← 1
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

loop forever do
switch R ECEIVE () do
B Continuing Algorithm 4.1...
case Search
level ← s
forall v ∈ D do
S END (parent, Assignmenths, {hs, vi}i)
S END (parent, Assignmenths, STOPi)
case Checkht, row’, {hs, vi, hr, wi}i
S END (t, Answerhrow’, C HECK (v, r, w)i)
case Answerhrow’, oki
if Pending[row’] 6= 0 then
if ¬ok then
Pending[row’] ← 0
requests ← requests + 1
P ROCESS -R EQUEST ()
else
Pending[row’] ← Pending[row’] − 1
if Pending[row’] = 0 then
S END (leader, Assignmenths, Solutions[row’]i)
case Request
requests ← requests + 1
P ROCESS -R EQUEST ()
case Assignmentht, partiali
I TERATOR -A DD (Iterator, t, partial)
P ROCESS -R EQUEST ()
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Algorithm 5.2: P ROCESS -R EQUEST (): Process pending requests for assignments to be sent up in the hierarchy.
Input : see Algorithm 5.1
Output: actions necessary to ensure partial solutions flow up the hierarchy are
taken
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

while requests > 0 do
assignment ← I TERATOR -N EXT (Iterator )
if assignment = NIL then
forall child ∈ I TERATOR -R EQUESTS (Iterator ) do
S END (child, Request)
return
else if assignment = STOP then
S END (leader, Assignmenths, STOPi)
return
else
forall {r, q} ∈ pairs do
select {hr, vi, hq, wi} ∈ assignment do
S END (r or q, Checkhs, row, {hr, vi, hq, wi}i)
Pending[row] ← |pairs|
Solutions[row] ← assignment
row ← row + 1
requests ← requests − 1

d

a

b

c

b

c

d

Figure 5.1: Partition hierarchy of the small constraint network.
a complete binary tree, as shown in Appendix B, providing logarithmic times for
all operations. In our implementation, however, we use a dynamic array, which is
more efficient in practice, providing constant amortized operation times.

5.1

DisHS survey

Let’s return to the example in Section 4.1. The partition hierarchy of the graphcoloring problem is reproduced in Figure 5.1.
The solving proceeds as follows. Primitive agents a, c and d send partial assignments hx = 1i, hx = 2i, hx = 3i (where x is a, c and d, respectively — each
agent sends three partial assignments) to the leaders b and c. Agent b sends an
additional hb = 4i to its leader, which happens to be itself (the leader of primitive
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(a) b sends consistent
pairs to d.

(b) c sends consistent
pairs to d.

(c) d produces solutions.

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
4

1
1
2
2
3
3

2
3
1
3
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

2 3
2 3
3 2
3 2
4 2
4 2
...

1
2
1
3
1
3

Table 5.1: Partial assignments sent by leaders up in the partition hierarchy.
agent b is b). Afterwards, leaders b and c prune inconsistent pairs of these partial
assignments, and send the consistent pairs to their leader d.
The partial assignments sent up in the partition hierarchy are described in Table 5.1. Note, however, that the assignments aren’t necessary sent in the given
order.
While leaders b and c don’t need to query other agents in order to prune inconsistent value pairs (since they have full knowledge of the relevant constraints), d
prunes inconsistencies using Check queries to a, b and c, and only then produces
complete solutions to the D IS CSP.

5.2

Algorithm primitives

Algorithm 5.1 takes as its input the output variables of Algorithm 4.1. The algorithm also makes use of several key variables:
• Solutions[·]: a table of unions of partial assignments, which await resolution
of their validity. That is, not all answers to check requests for these unions
were received yet, and those received so far did not reveal constraints conflicts.
• Pending[·]: mirrors the Solutions[·] table, but holds numbers of check requests not yet answered.
• row: incrementing row index for the two tables above. This index is also
attached to the check requests, and is returned with the corresponding answers.
• Iterator: an iterator over partial assignments unions. The iteration is performed in random order.
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• requests: number of assignments which have to be produced. This is essentially a set of tokens which are passed between Algorithm 5.1 and Algorithm 5.2.
The following message types are used during the algorithm’s execution:
• Search: initiates the search phase of D IS HS. Causes all primitive agents to
send their domains to their respective parents, followed by a STOP assignment, indicating that no more assignments are available.
• Checkht, row, constrainti: message to a primitive agent from representative
agent t, requesting to check a specific constraint (including values) belonging
to that agent.
• Answerhrow, resulti: boolean answer from a primitive agent, with row equal
to the corresponding field in the respective Check query.
• Assignmentht, partiali: an assignment from a representative agent t, sent to
the leader of its enclosing group. Each leader receives Assignment messages
from its two children.
• Request: a message from a representative agent to one of its children (representative agents of one of the two subgroups), requesting one more assignment.
Since each agent is a primitive agent, and can also be a representative agent
for some group, there are essentially two processes competing within each agent
in the second phase of D IS HS. For this reason, Check and Answer messages are
given higher priority than Assignment and Request messages, since not handling
the check queries in time can delay other representative agents. Therefore, while
there are Checks or Answers in the incoming messages queue, Assignment and
Request messages are waiting.

5.3

Algorithm analysis

At the end of the partition phase, described in Chapter 4, all agents receive a Search
message (tagged with level p). Then, each agent iteratively sends its domain to its
parent, using the Assignment messages, followed by a STOP Assignment message.
The STOP type of message is ultimately used to discover that there is no solution
to the D IS CSP. At the same time, the level is also changed to s, which is the
distinctive level for the solving phase of D IS HS.
The solution search process itself begins once representative agents of level-1
start receiving the singleton partial assignments from their child primitive agents.
Each leader adds received Assignments to its unified assignments Iterator, and attempts to produce the required number of assignments, as indicated by the requests
variable, initially 1.
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During this attempt to produce united assignment, shown in Algorithm 5.2, the
representative agent may forward the request to its child agents using the Request
message. This happens when no more partial assignments unions can be produced
by Iterator.
When the iterator succeeds in producing another combined assignment, the
representative agent sends one Check message for each cross-subgroup constraint.
The message carries values extracted from that assignment, to an agent which can
answer whether the constraint is satisfied. Consequently, the Pending and the Solutions tables are updated with the information about a possible partial solution, and
the requests counter is decremented.
Once the representative agent receives a negative Answer message in response
to a previously sent Check message, it increments the requests counter back. Next,
it attempts to produce another partial solution up in the hierarchy, since the unified
assignment for which the Answer message arrived is not a valid partial solution.
If, however, all Answer messages were positive, the partial solution is valid, and is
sent up in the hierarchy of the partition tree.
This process continues until USER, a destination representing the system encapsulating the D IS HS algorithm, receives an Assignment message with either a
solution to the D IS CSP, or a STOP, indicating the absence of a solution.1

5.4
5.4.1

Algorithm optimization
On-demand partial solutions

In general, Algorithm 5.1 can be written in a much simpler manner than shown
here. All representative agents may write information about combined partial assignments to the Solutions and the Pending tables, removing the need for assignment requests sent down in the hierarchy, and greatly simplifying the concept of
Iterator.
However, this presents a problem of explosive growth in the number of messages not yet handled at any moment. The underlying problem is that most solvable
D IS CSP problems, even randomly generated, contain search space regions abundant with partial solutions. Hence, once a group of agents, led by a representative
agent, encounters such a region, it will send a massive amount of Assignment messages with partial solutions up in the partition hierarchy. Moreover, it will also
send a massive amount of Check messages to verify these partial solutions, and
thus overflow the agents performing the checks, causing them to indefinitely postpone check requests from other representative agents.
Thus, a single representative agent stumbling upon a partial solutions-abundant
search subspace may cause constraint checks starvation to other representative
1 We

assume here that the D IS CSP constraints graph is connected. If it has two or more components (which may happen, e.g., when generating random problems for an experiment). USER will
receive at least one Assignment message from the top-level agent of each component.
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agents, which can delay the production of their respective partial assignments. This
happens in addition to the general overflow of the message queues in the agents network. The starvation effect is dominant in causing the system to fail to produce any
solutions to the D IS CSP in a reasonable time.
Consequently, the second phase of D IS HS, as shown here, uses the on-demand
concept of producing partial solutions: send just one consistent assignment up in
the hierarchy, and respond to additional requests.
One might argue that it would be beneficial to attempt to produce some k > 1
partial solutions each time. However, the round-trip delay of a partial solution request does not matter in practice, since in general a single partial solution received
from a child agent allows the representative agent to try many combined partial assignments (equal to the number of partial solutions already received from the other
child agent).

5.4.2

Cached answers

Constraint check requests are sent with two agent-value pairs. There is no need to
perform the same check over and over, since the results can be stored as cached
answers in the Iterator. Whenever a partial assignments union is requested using
I TERATOR -N EXT (), each constraint in the assignment being combined (i.e., two
agents and their respective values) is resolved using the cached answers table.2
Cached answers are a double-edged sword, since the checks against the nogoods table are consecutive, while the constraint checks requested using Check
messages are performed in parallel. On the other hand, analysis of appropriately
ordered consecutive constraint checks in Section 3.2 suggests that they are beneficial to the overall performance of D IS HS, and this is indeed what happens in
practice.
With the consecutive checks against the cache, it is only natural to extend
this mechanism to the representative agent itself, which checks constraints that
are owned by itself, before sending Check messages for remote constraints. This
also improves performance of the search phase of D IS HS.
Algorithm 5.3 shows the process of addition of a partial solution to the representative agent’s assignments iterator. We see that the partial solution is added
to one of two queues, each one holding solutions received from one of two child
agents (the STOP solutions terminator is handled as a special case). After that,
unions of the given partial solution with all the solutions from the other queue are
added to the united assignments list, from which they are later picked in random
order. Finally, since the child agents delivered a partial solution, its requested
indicator is reset.
Algorithm 5.4 shows the process of iteration over united pairs of partial solutions, which have been received from the child agents. First, if the list of unified assignments is empty, I TERATOR -N EXT () returns NIL, unless both child agents sent
2 Each separate check against the table is, of course, counted as a constraint check in the experiments.
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Algorithm 5.3: I TERATOR -A DD (Iterator, t, partial): Add a partial solution
to the assignments iterator.
Input : Iterator, source t, partial solution partial
Output: partial is registered in the iterator
Static : sources0,1 ← UNASSIGNED, queues0,1 ← NIL, closed0,1 ← FALSE,
requested0,1 ← FALSE, assignments ← NIL, Cache[·]
1 i←0
2

if sources0 ∈
/ {UNASSIGNED, t} then

3
i←1
4 sourcesi
5
6
7
8
9
10

←t
if partial = STOP then
closedi ← TRUE
else
queuesi ← queuesi ∪ {partial}
assignments ← assignments ∪ {partial ∪ partial’ : partial’ ∈ queues1−i }
requestedi ← FALSE

terminators, in which case it also returns STOP (since no more assignments
can be produced). Since the unions are constructed in Algorithm 5.3, I TERATOR N EXT () randomly picks and removes an assignment from the existing list. As was
mentioned before, an approach outlined in Algorithms B.1, B.2, and B.3 can be
used. However, our implementation of D IS HS uses a dynamic array to implement
the unified assignments list, which implies constant amortized cost for addition and
removal of elements.
STOP

Finally, I TERATOR -N EXT () goes over the constraints list and checks whether
they are recorded in the cached answers table. If a constraint is recorded as a
conflict, the algorithm returns FAIL (taking care of FAILs is not shown in Algorithm 5.2 for the sake of clarity). If no cached conflicts have been encountered,
I TERATOR -N EXT () returns the unified assignment, together with the list of noncached constraints which should be checked. Usage of this list of constraints is
also implicit in P ROCESS -R EQUEST ().
Algorithm 5.5 shows what happens when I TERATOR -N EXT () reports that no
more unified assignments are available, and P ROCESS -R EQUEST () (Algorithm 5.2)
calls I TERATOR -R EQUESTS () in order to find out to which child agents it will send
Request messages. The algorithm is quite simple — it does not include a child
agent in the returned set if it produced no partial solutions since the previous call
to I TERATOR -R EQUESTS (), if it sent a STOP terminator (indicating that no more
solutions are available), or if it is a primitive agent. Sending Request messages to
primitive agents is meaningless, since such messages are handled by representative
agents; primitive agents send their whole domain to their respective parents in the
beginning of the search phase (Algorithm 5.1).
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Algorithm 5.4: I TERATOR -N EXT (Iterator, pairs): Produce next unified assignment from the iterator.
Input : Iterator, constraints list pairs
Output: a unified assignment is returned, together with the list of constraints to
check
Static : see Algorithm 5.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

if assignments = NIL then
if closed0 ∧ closed1 then
return STOP
else
return NIL
candidate ← random element from assignments
assignments ← assignments r {candidate}
checks ← NIL
forall {r, q} ∈ pairs do
select {hr, vi, hq, wi} ∈ candidate do
constraint ← {hr, vi, hq, wi}
if constraint ∈ Cache then
if ¬Cache[constraint] then
return FAIL
else
checks ← checks ∪ {constraint}
return hcandidate, checksi

Algorithm 5.5: I TERATOR -R EQUESTS (Iterator): Determine the child agents
which need to be sent requests for additional assignments.
Input : Iterator
Output: a set of 0–2 children is returned
Static : see Algorithm 5.3
1 requests ← NIL

forall i ∈ {0, 1} do
if ¬(requestedi ∨ closedi ∨ sourcesi = UNASSIGNED ∨ |queuesi [0]| = 1) then
4
requests ← requests ∪ {sourcesi }
5
requestedi ← TRUE
2
3
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5.5

Algorithm correctness

We now present an informal proof of the correctness of the second phase of the
D IS HS algorithm. We show that Algorithm 5.1 indeed results in all correct solutions sent to USER, followed by an indicator that the search space has been exhausted.3
Let us follow the control flow of the algorithm. Upon receiving a Search message, all level-1 representative agents receive a singleton Assignment message for
each value in the domains of their child primitive agents. Moreover, each representative agent is assigned, via the requests variable, a requirement to produce one
consistent partial solution to be sent up in the hierarchy.
We note that it is not possible for the requests variable to decrease to 0, and
then increase back to 1, without an attempt to produce a partial solution. Such an attempt is performed via P ROCESS -R EQUEST () subroutine, shown in Algorithm 5.2.
In Algorithm 5.2 we see that, unless Iterator is exhausted, requests is reduced
immediately after sending Check messages to the agents possessing knowledge
about the constraints which need to be checked (lines 11–17). In essence, the reduction in requests is passed as a token with the constraints check requests. When
the respective Answer messages are received (line 10 of Algorithm 5.1), this token
will either return to requests, if one of the constraint checks failed (lines 12–15),
or will be transformed into a partial solution, which will be sent to the leader of the
current representative agent (lines 16–19).
Also, if Iterator is exhausted, an additional Request is sent to one or both of the
child agents, causing them to produce more partial solutions. Once these solutions
are received in the representative agent, Algorithm 5.2 will execute again, with a
refilled Iterator. Or, the children’s search space is exhausted, in which case the
corresponding STOP indicator propagates up in the hierarchy.
Ultimately, each representative agent either produced a partial solution and sent
it up in the hierarchy, is attempting to produce a partial solution, or requested its
children to produce one, so it can try to produce a partial solution (or all of these
together). At no time can the algorithm enter a deadlock, and no partial assignment
is tried more than once. This establishes termination for Algorithm 5.1.
Correctness of the algorithm follows from the way in which the representative
agents assemble and check their partial assignments from the partial solutions received from their child agents. A united partial assignment will be authorized as
a valid partial solution only when all the constraints across the partial solutions of
the two sub-components are confirmed not to be in conflict by the agents which
possess knowledge about these constraints.
By induction, starting from the apriori valid singleton partial assignments sent
by the primitive agents, each united assignment with non-conflicting constraints
across the two sub-components is a valid partial solution for the agents component
3 Since Algorithm 5.1 presents an on-demand version of the search for solutions, just one D IS CSP

solution will be sent to USER. However, the encapsulating system may request additional solutions
via Request messages to the top-level representative agent.
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lead by a given representative agent. Thus, partial solutions sent to USER by the
top-level agent are valid solutions to the D IS CSP. This establishes correctness for
Algorithm 5.1.

5.6

Experimental evaluation

The common approach in evaluating the performance of distributed algorithms is
to compare two independent measures of performance — time, in the form of steps
of computation [14, 25], and communication load, in the form of the total number
of messages sent [14].
Non-concurrent steps of computation are counted by a method similar to the
clocks synchronization algorithm of Lamport [13]. Every agent holds a counter of
computation steps. Every message carries the value of the sending agent’s counter.
When an agent receives a message, it stores the data received together with the
corresponding counter. When the agent first uses the received counter it updates its
counter to the largest value between its own counter and the stored counter value
which was carried by the message [16]. By reporting the cost of the search as the
largest counter held by some agent at the end of the search, a measure of nonconcurrent search effort that is close to Lamport’s logical time is achieved [13]. If
instead of steps of computation, the number of non-concurrent constraints check
is counted (NCCCs), then the local computational effort of agents in each step is
measured [16].
Experimental evaluation of the D IS HS algorithm has been conducted using
an asynchronous simulator. To simulate asynchronous agents, the simulator implements agents as Java threads. Threads (agents) run asynchronously, exchanging messages. After the algorithm is initiated, agents block on incoming message
queues and become active when messages are received.
Experiments were conducted on random networks of constraints. The network
of constraints, in each of the experiments, is generated randomly by selecting the
probability p1 of a constraint among any pair of variables (constraint density) and
the probability p2 , for the occurrence of a violation among two assignments of
values to a constrained pair of variables (constraint tightness) [17, 19].
In Figure 5.2, we see a comparison of D IS HS and ABT on random problems of
moderate complexity. ABT outperforms D IS HS in the number of non-concurrent
constraint checks performed by a ratio of about 2.5 in the phase transition region
(Figure 5.2(a)). D IS HS uses much less messages than ABT in the same region
(Figure 5.2(b)).
On problems of higher complexity (more agents, larger domains — results not
shown here), D IS HS’s performance drops dramatically. This is probably due to
D IS HS wasting most of the computation resources on futile attempts to combine
partial solutions. One can speculate that some form of backtracking is necessary for
good performance of D IS CSP algorithms. Chapter 6 describes a different second
phase algorithm, which purports to alleviate this deficiency of D IS HS.
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Figure 5.2: Comparing D IS HS with ABT on random problems with 10 agents,
domain size of 10, and p1 = 0.5.
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In Figure 5.3, we see a comparison of D IS HS against A NTI -D IS HS — algorithm similar to D IS HS, but with the weights ordering reversed during the groups
partitioning phase. That is, instead of pushing hard constraints down in the hierarchy, they are pushed up during the execution of G ROUP -PARTITION ().
We see that the difference, especially in terms of constraint checks, is tremendous — good partitioning hierarchy is vital to the performance of D IS HS.
It is interesting to note that the messages performance of A NTI -D IS HS in Figure 5.3(b) is similar to that of ABT in Figure 5.2(b).
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Constraint checks: DisHS and AntiDisHS
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Figure 5.3: Comparing D IS HS with A NTI -D IS HS on random problems with 10
agents, domain size of 10, and p1 = 0.5.

Chapter 6

Descending Requirements Search
The solving phase of hierarchical search is straightforward: each representative
agent receives independent partial solutions from its child agents and combines
them into a larger partial solutions. Concurrency is achieved by the fact that leader
agents at all levels check consistency by sending Check queries to the relevant
agents for the constraints being checked. However, the experimental evaluation
of Hierarchical Search (D IS HS) in Chapter 5 seems to point to the fact that for
randomly generated D IS CSPs it performs on the average more NCCCs than Asynchronous Backtracking (ABT). One way of improving the concurrent performance
of hierarchical search is to try and combine compatible partial solutions. This is of
course impossible to guarantee, in face of the fact that D IS CSPs are NP-complete
problems. Still, an attempt to improve the design of hierarchical search is in order.
An alternative search phase is presented below, where agents produce assignments which are already compatible with partial assignments sent by their peers.

6.1

General description

In Descending Requirements Search (D ES RS), presented in Algorithm 6.1, all
primitive agents independently initiate empty partial assignments (PAs), which
flow up and down in the hierarchy tree formed during the group-partitioning phase
of the algorithm (Algorithm 4.1). The growing partial assignments are distinguished by IDs, assigned to them during their initialization as empty PAs.
Each primitive agent which receives an Assignment message, attempts to combine it with compatible values from its own domain, and send it further. When no
compatible value exists, a Nogood message with a resolved explanation is sent to
the “culprit” agent, which is determined during the resolution process.
The precise flow of messages is as follows. An Assignment message received
by a primitive agent is combined to a value of that agent and sent up, as described
above. A representative agent receiving such a message from one of its child agents
sends it either up in the hierarchy (if the PA covers the whole component), or to the
other child.
49
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(a) Constraint network.
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Figure 6.1: A small constraint network and the resulting partition.
When an Assignment message is sent down in the partition hierarchy, it is continuously forwarded down until it reaches a primitive agent. Each representative
agent randomly decides, to which child agent the message will be sent.
Nogood messages are sent among primitive agents, in a direction opposite to
the partial assignments growth. When a primitive agent discovers that a value in
its domain is incompatible with a given PA, the chronologically first conflicting
agent in the PA is recorded as the explanation for this failure. When the domain
is emptied, these explanations are united with explanations received in Nogood
messages (for the same PA), and the most recent agent in the combined explanation
is designated as the “culprit”. The united explanation (excluding the “culprit”) is
then sent to this agent in a Nogood message [5, 9, 33].
In a problem with n agents, n independent partial assignments can be grown,
with nogoods back-jumping to failure culprits. The first PA which grows to the
full solution, or results in an empty nogood, ends the search process, which is
reminiscent of C ONC DB [33].

6.2

DesRS survey

Let’s return to the example in Section 4.1. The constraint network and the resulting
partition hierarchy of the graph-coloring problem are reproduced in Figure 6.1.
Each agent now initiates a backtracking process. We will explore the process
originating at leaf a. The flow of the growing partial assignment can be summarized
as follows.
Leaf a sends an initial assignment ha = 1i to its leader b. Leader b forwards
this partial assignment to leaf b, which then grows it (consistently), and sends
ha = 1, b = 2i up in the partition hierarchy. Leader b now forwards the assignment
to leaf d via leaders d and c (the latter arbitrarily chooses to forward the assignment
to leaf d and not to leaf c). Leaf d then grows the assignment, and forwards ha =
1, b = 2, d = 1i to leader c, which further forwards it to leaf c.
Leaf c grows the assignment, and sends a complete solution ha = 1, b = 2, d =
1, c = 3i to leader c, which forwards it to the user via leader d.
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Note that no backtracking happened here. Backtracking details are described
in Section 6.4.

6.3

Algorithm primitives

During the execution of the algorithm, the following message types are in use:
• Assignmentht, id, PA, primitivei: a partial solution which is sent by agent t
up in the partition hierarchy. The id is unique for the growing PA, which
contains the ordered partial assignment. The boolean field primitive indicates
whether the message has been sent to a primitive agent (a leaf in the group
partitioning hierarchy), or its role as a representative agent (non-leaf).
• Nogoodhid, expi: a resolved nogood sent to the “culprit” agent. The id field
is equal to the id in the Assignment messages with the corresponding (inconsistent) PA, and exp is the resolved explanation, which in D ES RS is a set of
agents.
Algorithm 4.1 has been implicitly modified to produce the following additional
output for each representative agent:
• c0 , c1 : child agents.
• prim0 , prim1 : whether the corresponding child agent is a primitive agent (a
leaf in the hierarchy).
On the other hand, G ROUP -PARTITION () need not produce pairs (the list of constraints between the two sub-components).
A map Id-Map is maintained in each primitive agent, holding mappings from
ids to tuples of the form hPA, values, expi. Here, PA is the partial assignment, as it
was received from the parent agent, values is the current untried subset of values
in the domain, and exp is the growing explanation, which will be used if and when
values becomes empty.

6.4

D ES RS algorithm in detail

At the end of the partition phase, described in Chapter 4, all agents receive a Search
message (tagged with level p). Then, each agent bootstraps its independent search
process by sending itself a uniquely-identified Assignment message with an empty
partial assignment.
At the same time, the level is also changed to s, which is the distinctive level
for the solving phase of D ES RS.
The search process starts when the primitive agents receive their corresponding
empty partial assignments. Each primitive agent s initializes the {s → hNIL, D, 0i}
/
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Algorithm 6.1: D ES RS-S OLVE (s): Search for a solution.
Input : agent s, output from Algorithm 4.1, domain D, child agents c0,1 , primitive
child indicators prim0,1
Output: a global solution is sent to USER
Locals : Id-Map[·]
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

loop forever do
switch R ECEIVE () do
B Continuing Algorithm 4.1...
case Search
level ← s
S END (s, Assignmenths, s, NIL, TRUEi)
case Assignmentht, id, PA, primitivei
if primitive then
Id-Map[id] ← hPA, D, 0i
/
else if ∃i : t = ci then
if c1−i ∈ PA then
S END (leader, Assignmenths, id, PA, FALSEi)
else
S END (c1−i , Assignmenths, id, PA, prim1−i i)
else
i ← R ANDOM ({0,1})
S END (ci , Assignmenths, id, PA, primi i)
case Nogoodhid, expi
h·, ·, united-expi ← Id-Map[id]
united-exp ← united-exp ∪ exp
case Assignmenth·, id, ·, TRUEi ∨ Nogoodhid, ·i
hPA, Values, expi ← Id-Map[id]
v ← NIL
while v = NIL ∧ Values 6= 0/ do
v ← R ANDOM (Values)
Values ← Values r {v}
for (r = w) ∈ PA (left-to-right, neighbors of s only) do
if C HECK (v, r, w) then
exp ← exp ∪ {r}
v ← NIL
break
if v 6= NIL then
S END (parent, Assignmenths, id, hPA, (s = v)i, FALSEi)
else if exp 6= 0/ then
for r ∈ PA (right-to-left) do
if r ∈ exp then
S END (r, Nogoodhid, exp r {r}i)
break
else
S END ( USER, Nogoodhid, expi)
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mapping, where D is the value domain of s. The agent then grows the empty partial assignment with a value from its domain, and sends the resulting Assignment
message to its parent.
Section 6.1 describes the flow of Assignment messages in the system. On their
way to a global solution, these messages pass through all primitive agents, which
reset the respective id-mappings, and try to grow the PAs by a value from their
domain. The initial partitioning aids in this process, since most of the constraints
are “pushed down” in the hierarchy, providing D ES RS with early opportunities to
backtrack using Nogood messages. In other words, the partition of the constraints
network generates a distributed version of the fail-first heuristic.
The combined case in line 20 of Algorithm 6.1 describes what happens after
the initial processing of “primitive” Assignment and Nogood messages.
First, a value from the set of domain values corresponding to the given id is
picked, and removed from the set. If the value is in conflict with an agent in the
partial assignment, the chronologically earliest conflicting agent in the PA is added
to the growing explanation, and another domain value is attempted.
If a value has been picked, an Assignment message with the new value attached
to the partial assignment is sent up in the hierarchy. However, if the domain has
been emptied, nogood resolution is performed. In this resolution process, the most
recent agent in the corresponding explanation is designated as the culprit, and a
Nogood message is sent to this agent, with the resolved explanation. It is also
possible that the explanation is empty, in which case the current agent is the agent
which initialized the search process for the given id, and the constraints network
has no solution.
The reason for recording the chronologically earliest conflicting agent in the PA
in the explanation for removing a domain value is that “fixing” a value in chronologically later conflicting agent by backtracking to it will not help — the earlier
agent will still conflict with the removed value in the current agent. On the other
hand, backtracking with a Nogood message to an agent which is not chronologically latest in the resolved explanation (when the value domain is emptied) would
make the search incomplete — the algorithm could miss possibly consistent partial
assignments [2].
In a network with n agents, USER will receive n (possibly equal) solutions. If
there are no solutions, USER will receive n empty nogoods.

6.5

Algorithm correctness

We now present an informal proof of the correctness of D ES RS. We show that Algorithm 6.1 indeed results in a correct solution (or an empty nogood when there is
no solution) sent to USER. We do not concern ourselves with iteration over all solutions here — an extension of the algorithm that uses additional USER-originated
Nogood messages is quite straightforward.
Upon receiving the Search message (line 3), each agent sends itself an As-
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signment message with a unique id (lines 4–5). From now on, processes involving
different ids are completely independent, since response messages are always sent
with the same id field as the received messages, and the only state is encapsulated
in the Id-Map mapping.
The Assignment messages received by representative agents (line 6) are routed

in such a way that no cycle is ever formed in the growing partial assignments: a
message from a child agent is sent either up in the hierarchy (lines 10–11), or to
the other child (lines 12–13), where it is consistently forwarded down to a leaf
(lines 14–16). As well, when an Assignment message is sent up in the hierarchy,
its PA field covers the whole component for which the sending representative agent
is responsible (this can be shown by induction on the number of agents covered by
the partial assignment).
Thus, each independent search process corresponds to a possible back-jumping
search in a centralized CSP with the same variables — see the discussion on nogoods resolution in Section 6.4.

6.6

Experimental evaluation

Experimental evaluation of the D ES RS algorithm has been conducted using an
asynchronous simulator. To simulate asynchronous agents, the simulator implements agents as Java threads. Threads (agents) run asynchronously, exchanging
messages. After the algorithm is initiated, agents block on incoming message
queues and become active when messages are received.
Experiments were conducted on random networks of constraints. The network
of constraints, in each of the experiments, is generated randomly by selecting the
probability p1 of a constraint among any pair of variables (constraint density) and
the probability p2 , for the occurrence of a violation among two assignments of
values to a constrained pair of variables (constraint tightness) [17, 19].
The algorithm has been implemented in the same framework in which the other
algorithms, such as ABT, are already implemented, and thus confidence in an adequate comparative evaluation can be established.
Figure 6.2 compares D ES RS to ABT on a set of randomly generated problems
of moderate complexity (n = 10, |D| = 10, p1 = 0.5). Figure 6.3 compares the
same algorithms on a set of hard random problems (n = 20, |D| = 10, p1 = 0.4).
We see that D ES RS outperforms ABT on all problems. This is true with respect to both measures of performance — non-concurrent constraint checks [16]
and total number of messages. D ES RS performs half the number of NCCCs than
ABT for the hardest problem instances with n = 10 agents. The same is true for
problems with n = 20 agents (Figure 6.3). The same advantage of a factor of two,
for D ES RS over ABT, holds for the total number of messages sent (e.g., the network load).
The D ES RS algorithm uses multiple search processes to scan the search space
concurrently. Another D IS CSP search algorithm also uses multiple search pro-
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Figure 6.2: Comparing D ES RS with ABT on random problems with 10 agents,
domain size of 10, and p1 = 0.5.
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Constraint checks: DesRS and ABT
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Figure 6.3: Comparing D ES RS with ABT on random problems with 20 agents,
domain size of 10, and p1 = 0.4.
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cesses. C ONC DB [33] generates search processes dynamically during search. Figures 6.4, 6.5 present the results of comparing D ES RS to C ONC DB. The performance of D ES RS is similar to C ONC DB on the n = 10 agents problems with respect to the number of non-concurrent constraint checks (Figure 6.2(a)) [16]. On
the other hand, D ES RS performs about twice the number of constraint checks of
C ONC DB in the phase transition region of the n = 20 problems set (Figure 6.3(a)),
and uses more messages than C ONC DB in all problems.
It is interesting to investigate the impact of the partitioning heuristic on the
performance of the search algorithm. Figure 6.6 presents a comparison of D ES RS
against A NTI -D ES RS — algorithm similar to D ES RS, but with the weights controlling the partitioning reversed (during the groups partitioning phase). That is,
instead of pushing hard constraints down in the hierarchy, they are pushed up during the execution of G ROUP -PARTITION ().
It is easy to see that the difference, especially in terms of constraint checks, is
large — good partitioning hierarchy is vital to the performance of D ES RS.1

6.7

Comparison with D IS HS

As Section 6.6 shows, D ES RS performs much better than D IS HS. The difference
is quite large, D IS HS cannot even handle the hard problem set in which D ES RS
outperforms ABT (i.e., 20 agents, Figure 6.3).
What are the reasons for this difference? D IS HS operates on the premise that
concurrent production of independent partial assignments can be beneficial to the
distributed search process, if the agents network is optimally partitioned — even if
the cost of matching independent PAs can still be high.
However, D ES RS seems to benefit from the concurrency of multiple search
processes without sacrificing the incremental construction of partial assignments.
Moreover, the randomization of the growing process of PAs after backtracking
brings stochastic properties to the algorithm (while still keeping it complete). Such
properties are known to improve performance of certain D IS CSP topologies [30].
The comparative performance of D ES RS, D IS HS and ABT suggests that, while
exploiting concurrency of distributed search is important, incremental growth of
consistent assignments to the D IS CSP remains paramount to the efficiency of
search process. This is also apparent for other concurrent search algorithms like
C ONC DB [33], where multiple solutions are constructed incrementally.

6.8

Discussion

A new search algorithm for distributed constraint problems (D IS CSPs) is presented. The new algorithm uses a hierarchy of groups of agents to partition the
1 The results for D ES RS differ from those in Figures 6.3 and 6.5 due to a different experimental
environment.
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Figure 6.4: Comparing D ES RS with C ONC DB on random problems with 10
agents, domain size of 10, and p1 = 0.5.
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Figure 6.5: Comparing D ES RS with C ONC DB on random problems with 20
agents, domain size of 10, and p1 = 0.4.
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Constraint checks: DesRS and AntiDesRS
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Figure 6.6: Comparing D ES RS with A NTI -D ES RS on random problems with 20
agents, domain size of 10, and p1 = 0.4.
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problem. Solutions are generated by multiple concurrent search processes, all coordinated on the hierarchy of groups. Multiple agents initialize partial solutions
concurrently and send them to group leaders. Leaders of groups of agents coordinate the generation of each solution by determining the groups that are merged
with partial solutions, to form larger solutions.
One can think of the hierarchical structure of groups as a means of defining a
partial order of search for the multiple search processes. The resulting algorithm
performs better than asynchronous backtracking (ABT). It performs half the number of non-concurrent constraints checks than ABT for hard instances of randomly
generated D IS CSPs. It also sends half the number of messages than ABT for the
same problems.
Comparing D ES RS to the best performing concurrent search algorithm, C ON C DB, is less successful. For random D IS CSPs with 20 agents, the run-time of
D ES RS is longer than that of C ONC DB. However, one has to bear in mind that
C ONC DB takes advantage of communication among search processes. Specifically, such communication is used in terminating processes because of deadends
discovered by other search processes [33]. This option is in principle possible also
for D ES RS. Leaders of groups could inform the search processes passing through
them about discovered Nogoods and terminate some of the partial assignments.
This potential improvement of D ES RS is left for a future study.
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Chapter 7

Other Applications of
Partitioning
The partitioning phase has been used in order to organize agents performing a
D IS CSP search. The resulting hierarchical grouping was aimed at improving the
concurrency of constructing a global solution for the D IS CSP. In this chapter we
explore other possibilities for applications of the group partitioning algorithm. We
consider group partitioning as detached from the search process, and view it separately.
Both search algorithms proposed in this thesis, D IS HS and D ES RS, are composed of two phases. In the first phase, the agents form a hierarchy of enclosing groups, with representatives selected for each group. The second phase is the
search itself, pruning inconsistent solutions, while taking advantage of the hierarchy built during the partitioning phase.
These phases are actually independent. Chapter 4 describes the input and output of Algorithm 4.1. The input to the distributed algorithm is specified by:
• The topology is of a connected undirected graph.
• Each agent has a list of its immediate neighbors.
• Each connection (edge) between agents is assigned a weight.
• A method of combining weights of several edges between groups of agents.
• Unrestricted communication — each agent can send a message to any other
agent.
The output after termination of G ROUP -PARTITION (), indicated by a Search
message received by all agents, is:
• A binary hierarchy of groups is established.
• Each group is either a singleton, or is composed of two subgroups.
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• Some of the agents are designated as representative agents — leaders of a
group.
• Each agent, composing a singleton group, knows its parent — the representative agent of the enclosing group.
• Each representative agent knows its leader — the representative agent of
the enclosing group. The representative agent also knows its children, and
whether they are also representatives, or leafs.
• Each representative agent holds the list of edges between its two subgroups.
• Each representative agent holds the list of agents of its groups.
• The resulting hierarchy has a bias towards connections (primitive or aggregate, combining several primitive edges) with high weight remaining at the
low levels of the hierarchy.

The group partitioning algorithm easily accommodates large graphs. Figure 7.1
shows the result of running the algorithm on a 100-nodes network of agents.
The process of partitioning into a hierarchy of groups can be applied to other
domains, where connectivity plays a primary role. An example of such a domain is
the area of social networks [3]. Consider a network of people, where mutual ties are
represented by edges with a weight in some interval. These edges can, for example,
represent amounts of phone conversations between pairs of people. Such a network
will exhibit the properties identified above as necessary for Algorithm 4.1:
• The topology of connections among agents (people) connection topology
is that of a connected undirected graph. It is reasonable to assume that two
people will view the connection between them (or absence of such) as having
the same weight. Also, it is probably not interesting to analyze unconnected
parts of a social network together, and the network can be assumed to be
connected, without loss of generality.
• Each agent has a list of its immediate neighbors: each person knows with
whom she regularly converses by phone.
• Each connection (edge) between agents is assigned a weight. In our application, the weight can be the daily proportion of the time during which two
given persons talk on the phone.
• A method of combining weights of several edges between groups of agents:
weights multiplication seems to suit this purpose well.
• Unrestricted communication — each agent can send a message to any other
agent. This is possible if, for example, agent code is executed by cell phone
software.
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Figure 7.1: Partition of a randomly generated problem with 100 agents, with p1 =
0.4 and p2 = 0.5. Each virtual constraint weight between the sub-components of
a representative agent is shown on its outgoing edge. Representative agent 85 is at
the root of the partition hierarchy.
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Moreover, since the algorithm is concurrent and consumes few resources, it can
be scheduled to run on all agents as frequently as necessary in order to accommodate social network updates. Interesting applications of resulting hierarchies and
emerging group leaders can be considered.

Chapter 8

Conclusions
We presented two new distributed search algorithms for Distributed CSPs in this
work. The algorithms are two-phase, where the first phase partitions the constraints
network, and the second phase searches for solutions while exploiting the topological landscape created by the first phase.
The first part of both algorithms partitions the distributed constraints network
into a binary tree of groups. The distributed partition algorithm uses a heuristic
that selects to join neighbors that are strongly constrained, into groups. This is
done concurrently at all levels of the hierarchy.
In D IS HS, search is performed concurrently on disjoint parts of the global
search space, by agents that constitute these parts. Agents form a hierarchy of
groups and each group generates consistent partial solutions. Partial solutions are
produced concurrently and are combined into consistent global solutions by agents
that are higher in the hierarchy. The process stops when the top-level agent, the
leader of all groups, reports either a solution or a failure.
In D ES RS, concurrent independent backtracking search processes grow partial
assignments along a hierarchy of agent groups, with each agent participating in
multiple search processes. Stochastic choices for the order of assigning agents are
taken after backtracking, securing the growing partial assignments from stalling in
local minima.
The first algorithm, D IS HS, did not provide satisfactory results. We speculated that this is an indication that some form of backtracking is necessary for good
performance of D IS CSP algorithms. We have also used D IS HS to show that the
group partitioning phase is vital, in the sense that reversing the neighbors preference ordering in the algorithm completely deteriorates the performance of the
search phase.
To alleviate the shortcomings of the first algorithm, the second search algorithm, D ES RS, was presented. In the new algorithm, solutions are generated by
multiple concurrent search processes, all coordinated on the hierarchy of groups.
Multiple agents initialize partial solutions concurrently and send them to group
leaders. Leaders of groups of agents coordinate the generation of each solution
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by determining the groups that are merged with partial solutions, to form larger
solutions.
In D ES RS, the hierarchical structure of groups can be viewed as a means of
defining a partial order of search for the multiple search processes. The resulting
algorithm performs better than asynchronous backtracking (ABT). It performs half
the number of non-concurrent constraints checks than ABT for hard instances of
randomly generated D IS CSPs. It also sends half the number of messages than
ABT for the same problems.
We have also evaluated D ES RS against the best performing concurrent search
algorithm, C ONC DB. For random D IS CSPs with 20 agents, the run-time of D ES RS
is longer than that of C ONC DB. However, one has to bear in mind that C ON C DB takes advantage of communication among search processes. Specifically,
such communication is used in terminating processes because of deadends discovered by other search processes. This option is in principle possible also for D ES RS.
This potential improvement of D ES RS is left for a future study.
Finally, the group partitioning approach is not limited to distributed constraint
satisfaction algorithms. We have generalized this approach, and touched upon
other possible areas of its applications, such as social networks.

Appendix A

A Group Partitioning Messages
Log
Messages received during group partitioning
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Log of *received* messages.
"Join<1> -> 3" means that agent 3 received Join<1> message
(from agent 1).
NoJoin and Search messages also have the source specified for clarity
Components lists omit 0-level neighbors field, for brevity.
Level of -1 is level "p".
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Leader<1, {(4,0.64) (9,0.66) (6,0.62) (3,0.62)}, {(1,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 1
(level -1)
Leader<2, {(4,0.61) (7,0.6) (10,0.56)}, {(2,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 2
(level -1)
Leader<3, {(9,0.6) (6,0.58) (1,0.62) (7,0.59) (5,0.63)}, {(3,N,0)}, true,
0> -> 3 (level -1)
Join<1> -> 3 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 1 (level 0)
1->3 JOIN ATTEMPT REPEATED ONCE
Leader<4, {(2,0.61) (9,0.62) (1,0.64) (7,0.6) (5,0.59)}, {(4,N,0)}, true,
0> -> 4 (level -1)
Leader<5, {(4,0.59) (9,0.69) (3,0.63)}, {(5,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 5
(level -1)
Join<5> -> 4 (level 0)
Join<4> -> 5 (level 0)
Components<4, {(4,N,0)}> -> 5 (level 0)
Components<5, {(5,N,0)}> -> 4 (level 0)
Leader<6, {(1,0.62) (3,0.58) (7,0.53) (10,0.6)}, {(6,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 6
(level -1)
Join<3> -> 6 (level 0)
NoJoin<6> -> 3 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 6 (level 0)
NoJoin<6> -> 1 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 3 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 1 (level 0)
1->3, 1->6, 3->6 JOIN ATTEMPTS REPEATED 126 TIMES
Leader<7, {(2,0.6) (4,0.6) (6,0.53) (3,0.59)}, {(7,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 7
(level -1)
Join<6> -> 7 (level 0)
Leader<8, {}, {(8,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 8 (level -1)
Search<8> -> 8 (level -1)
Leader<9, {(4,0.62) (1,0.66) (3,0.6) (5,0.69)}, {(9,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 9
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(level -1)
Join<9> -> 3 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 9 (level 0)
9->3 JOIN ATTEMPTS REPEATED 7 TIMES
Done<4, 4> -> 2 (level 0)
Done<4, 4> -> 4 (level 0)
Done<4, 4> -> 1 (level 0)
Done<4, 4> -> 5 (level 0)
Done<4, 4> -> 7 (level 0)
Done<5, 4> -> 4 (level 0)
Done<5, 4> -> 5 (level 0)
Done<4, 4> -> 9 (level 0)
Done<5, 4> -> 9 (level 0)
Done<5, 4> -> 3 (level 0)
Join<9> -> 3 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 9 (level 0)
9->3 JOIN ATTEMPTS REPEATED 22 TIMES
Join<9> -> 3 (level 0)
Leader<10, {(2,0.56) (6,0.6)}, {(10,N,0)}, true, 0> -> 10 (level -1)
Join<3> -> 6 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 9 (level 0)
Join<10> -> 2 (level 0)
Join<2> -> 10 (level 0)
NoJoin<6> -> 3 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 6 (level 0)
Join<9> -> 3 (level 0)
Components<10, {(10,N,0)}> -> 2 (level 0)
Components<2, {(2,N,0)}> -> 10 (level 0)
Done<2, 2> -> 2 (level 0)
Done<2, 2> -> 4 (level 0)
Done<2, 2> -> 7 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 9 (level 0)
NoJoin<6> -> 1 (level 0)
Join<7> -> 6 (level 0)
Join<9> -> 3 (level 0)
Done<10, 2> -> 2 (level 0)
Done<2, 2> -> 10 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 9 (level 0)
Components<6, {(6,N,0)}> -> 7 (level 0)
Components<7, {(7,N,0)}> -> 6 (level 0)
Done<10, 2> -> 10 (level 0)
Done<7, 6> -> 2 (level 0)
Done<7, 6> -> 4 (level 0)
Done<7, 6> -> 7 (level 0)
Done<7, 6> -> 3 (level 0)
Done<6, 6> -> 1 (level 0)
Join<3> -> 6 (level 0)
Leader<2, {(4,0.61) (6,0.6)}, {(2,N,1)}, false, 1> -> 2 (level -1)
Done<6, 6> -> 7 (level 0)
Join<9> -> 3 (level 0)
Done<6, 6> -> 10 (level 0)
Done<6, 6> -> 3 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 6 (level 0)
NoJoin<6> -> 3 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 9 (level 0)
Leader<10, {(6,0.6)}, {(10,N,0)}, false, 1> -> 2 (level -1)
NoJoin<6> -> 1 (level 0)
Done<10, 2> -> 6 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 3 (level 0)
Join<3> -> 9 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 1 (level 0)
Join<9> -> 3 (level 0)
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136
137
138
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140
141
142
143
144
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164

Done<7, 6> -> 6 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 3 (level 0)
Components<3, {(3,N,0)}> -> 9 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 1 (level 0)
Components<9, {(9,N,0)}> -> 3 (level 0)
Done<6, 6> -> 6 (level 0)
Done<3, 3> -> 1 (level 0)
Done<3, 3> -> 7 (level 0)
Done<3, 3> -> 5 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 3 (level 0)
Done<9, 3> -> 4 (level 0)
Done<3, 3> -> 9 (level 0)
Done<9, 3> -> 1 (level 0)
Done<9, 3> -> 5 (level 0)
Done<3, 3> -> 3 (level 0)
Done<3, 3> -> 6 (level 0)
NoJoin<3> -> 1 (level 0)
Done<9, 3> -> 3 (level 0)
Done<9, 3> -> 9 (level 0)
Join<1> -> 1 (level 0)
Components<1, {(1,N,0)}> -> 1 (level 0)
Done<1, 1> -> 4 (level 0)
Leader<5, {(3,0.4347)}, {(5,N,0)}, false, 1> -> 4 (level -1)
Leader<4, {(2,0.61) (6,0.6) (1,0.64) (3,0.62)}, {(4,N,1)}, false, 1> -> 4
(level -1)
Done<1, 1> -> 1 (level 0)
Leader<1, {(4,0.64) (6,0.62) (3,0.4092)}, {(1,N,0)}, true, 1> -> 1
(level -1)
Done<1, 1> -> 3 (level 0)
Leader<3, {(4,0.63) (6,0.34219999999999995) (1,0.62)}, {(3,N,1)}, false,
1> -> 3 (level -1)
Done<1, 1> -> 9 (level 0)
Leader<9, {(4,0.42779999999999996) (1,0.66)}, {(9,N,0)}, false, 1> -> 3
(level -1)
Join<3> -> 4 (level 1)
Join<4> -> 3 (level 1)
Components<3, {(9,N,0) (3,N,1)}> -> 4 (level 1)
Done<4, 5> -> 2 (level 1)
Done<4, 5> -> 4 (level 1)
Done<4, 5> -> 1 (level 1)
Join<1> -> 3 (level 1)
NoJoin<3> -> 1 (level 1)
Components<4, {(5,N,0) (4,N,1)}> -> 3 (level 1)
Done<3, 5> -> 4 (level 1)
Done<3, 5> -> 1 (level 1)
Done<4, 5> -> 3 (level 1)
Join<1> -> 3 (level 1)
NoJoin<3> -> 1 (level 1)
Done<3, 5> -> 3 (level 1)
Done<1, 1> -> 6 (level 0)
Leader<7, {(2,0.6) (4,0.6) (3,0.59)}, {(7,N,0)}, false, 1> -> 6
(level -1)
Leader<6, {(2,0.6) (1,0.62) (3,0.58)}, {(6,N,1)}, false, 1> -> 6
(level -1)
Join<6> -> 3 (level 1)
Join<2> -> 6 (level 1)
NoJoin<6> -> 2 (level 1)
Done<4, 5> -> 6 (level 1)
Done<3, 5> -> 6 (level 1)
Join<1> -> 6 (level 1)
NoJoin<6> -> 1 (level 1)
NoJoin<3> -> 6 (level 1)
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Join<6> -> 2 (level 1)
Join<2> -> 6 (level 1)
Components<6, {(7,N,0) (6,N,1)}> -> 2 (level 1)
Done<2, 7> -> 2 (level 1)
Done<2, 7> -> 4 (level 1)
Join<1> -> 6 (level 1)
NoJoin<6> -> 1 (level 1)
Components<2, {(2,N,1) (10,N,0)}> -> 6 (level 1)
Done<6, 7> -> 2 (level 1)
Leader<2, {(5,0.61)}, {(2,N,1) (10,N,0)}, false, 2> -> 7 (level -1)
Done<6, 7> -> 4 (level 1)
Done<6, 7> -> 1 (level 1)
Done<6, 7> -> 3 (level 1)
Done<2, 7> -> 6 (level 1)
Join<1> -> 6 (level 1)
NoJoin<6> -> 1 (level 1)
Join<1> -> 1 (level 1)
Components<1, {(1,N,0)}> -> 1 (level 1)
Done<1, 1> -> 4 (level 1)
Done<1, 1> -> 1 (level 1)
Leader<1, {(7,0.62) (5,0.261888)}, {(1,N,0)}, true, 2> -> 1 (level -1)
Leader<4, {(1,0.64) (7,0.366)}, {(5,N,2) (4,N,1)}, false, 2> -> 5
(level -1)
Done<1, 1> -> 3 (level 1)
Leader<3, {(1,0.4092) (7,0.34219999999999995)}, {(9,N,0) (3,N,1)}, false,
2> -> 5 (level -1)
Join<1> -> 5 (level 2)
NoJoin<5> -> 1 (level 2)
1->5 JOIN ATTEMPTS REPEATED 59 TIMES
Done<6, 7> -> 6 (level 1)
1->5 JOIN ATTEMPTS REPEATED 82 TIMES
Done<1, 1> -> 6 (level 1)
1->5 JOIN ATTEMPTS REPEATED 41 TIME
Leader<6, {(1,0.62) (5,0.20531999999999997)}, {(7,N,2) (6,N,1)}, false,
2> -> 7 (level -1)
Join<5> -> 7 (level 2)
Join<1> -> 5 (level 2)
NoJoin<5> -> 1 (level 2)
Join<7> -> 5 (level 2)
Components<5, {(9,N,0) (3,N,1) (5,N,2) (4,N,1)}> -> 7 (level 2)
Done<7, 9> -> 7 (level 2)
Done<7, 9> -> 1 (level 2)
Components<7, {(2,N,1) (7,N,2) (10,N,0) (6,N,1)}> -> 5 (level 2)
Done<5, 9> -> 1 (level 2)
Done<5, 9> -> 7 (level 2)
Join<1> -> 5 (level 2)
NoJoin<5> -> 1 (level 2)
Join<1> -> 1 (level 2)
Components<1, {(1,N,0)}> -> 1 (level 2)
Done<1, 1> -> 7 (level 2)
Leader<7, {(1,0.62)}, {(2,N,1) (7,N,2) (10,N,0) (6,N,1)}, false, 3> -> 9
(level -1)
Done<1, 1> -> 1 (level 2)
Leader<1, {(9,0.16237056)}, {(1,N,0)}, true, 3> -> 1 (level -1)
Done<7, 9> -> 5 (level 2)
Done<5, 9> -> 5 (level 2)
Done<1, 1> -> 5 (level 2)
Leader<5, {(1,0.261888)}, {(3,N,1) (5,N,2) (9,N,3) (4,N,1)}, false, 3>
-> 9 (level -1)
Join<1> -> 9 (level 3)
Join<9> -> 1 (level 3)
Components<1, {(1,N,0)}> -> 9 (level 3)
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240
241
242
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244

Done<9, 1> -> 9 (level 3)
Components<9, {(2,N,1) (3,N,1) (5,N,2) (9,N,3) (7,N,2) (6,N,1) (10,N,0)
(4,N,1)}> -> 1 (level 3)
Done<1, 1> -> 9 (level 3)
Done<9, 1> -> 1 (level 3)
Done<1, 1> -> 1 (level 3)
Leader<9, {}, {(2,N,1) (3,N,1) (5,N,2) (9,N,3) (7,N,2) (6,N,1) (10,N,0)
(4,N,1)}, false, 4> -> 1 (level -1)
Leader<1, {}, {(1,N,4)}, false, 4> -> 1 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 2 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 3 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 9 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 7 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 10 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 4 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 1 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 5 (level -1)
Search<1> -> 6 (level -1)
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Appendix B

Operations on Complete Binary
Tree
Algorithm B.1: CT-ACCESS (T, cap, r, i): Access the ith element of a complete binary tree.
Input : tree T, last row capacity cap, last row count r, node pre-order index i
Output: requested node is returned
Locals : P ← NIL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

while i 6= 0 do
P←T
i ← i−1
cap ← cap/2
rleft ← min{r, cap}
left ← cap − 1 + rleft
if i < left then
T ← Tleft
else
T ← Tright
i ← i − left
r ← r − rleft
return hT, Pi
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Algorithm B.2: CT-R EMOVE (T, cap, r, i): Remove the ith element from a
complete binary tree.
Input : tree T, last row capacity cap, last row count r, node pre-order index i
Output: requested node is removed from the tree, and its value is returned
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

hPS , Si ← CT-ACCESS (T, cap, r, i )
hPQ , Qi ← CT-ACCESS (T, cap, r, cap +r-2)
Qchildren ← Schildren
PS children [S] ← Q
PQ children [Q] ← NIL
r ← r−1
if r = 0 then
r ← cap ← bcap/2c
return hSinfo , cap, ri

Algorithm B.3: CT-A DD (T, cap, r, info): Add an element to a complete
binary tree.
Input : tree T, last row capacity cap, last row count r, node value info
Output: requested node is returned
Locals : P ← NIL, S ← N EW-N ODE (info )
1 r ← (r
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

mod cap) + 1
if r = 1 then
cap ← 2 · cap
T’ ← T, r’ ← r, cap’ ← cap
if T = NIL then
T’ ← S
cap ← 1
else
while T 6= NIL do
P←T
cap ← cap/2
if r ≤ cap then
T ← Tleft
else
T ← Tright
r ← r − cap
Pchildren ← Pchildren ∪ {S}
return hT’, cap’, r’i
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